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Bitter Tastes Can Have Sweet
Effects on Energy Metabolism
This series of preclinical investigations shows that bitter receptor ligands can
offer manifold benefits in immunometabolic conditions. The results of these and
previous studies establish bitter ‘taste’ receptors as useful targets in glucose,
insulin, and lipid dysregulation through their ability to induce secretion of
glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1).

Humans have 25 different taste receptors for bitter substances (mice, in comparison, have 35),
while we have only one each for salty, sour, umami, and sweet flavors. Bitter taste receptors are
present in numerous organs and immune cell populations, and the gastrointestinal tract
variously expresses bitter receptor types throughout its length. Altered bitter signaling can
impact energy metabolism, and intestinal bitter signaling is known to influence satiety, gastric
emptying, and intestinal motility.

Altered production of digestive factors (like GLP-1 and ghrelin) that affect appetite and the
glycemic response is implicated in obesity, diabetes, and metabolic syndrome, and changes in
bile acid excretion may also contribute. Heightened GLP-1 activity is a well-known mechanism
for improving glucose homeostasis, and it may partly explain the health benefits of bitter-tasting
foods. In clinical studies, supplementation with bitter principles derived from hops has improved
body mass index (BMI), fat mass, fasting blood glucose, and HbA1c levels, though the
mechanisms underlying these effects were unknown.

In these studies, bitter substances derived from the hops plant were assayed for their ability to
bind with human and mouse bitter receptors. Animals with diet-induced obesity were then given
an isolate (called KDT501) prepared from hops-derived bitters and tested for a range of
immunometabolic parameters, including GLP-1 secretion, energy expenditure, liver fat
accumulation, and circulating levels of lipids, ketones, liver enzymes, and gut hormones. The
experiments were designed to determine the degree to which GLP-1 secretion is responsible for
the salutary metabolic effects of the KDT501 bitter compound.
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The authors note that natural bioactives “are inherently more bioavailable than
novel chemical matter,” and that their beneficial effects “are often the result of
simultaneous modulation of several biological processes.” They further state
that this enables natural compounds and their derivatives to efficiently target
multiple aspects of health and function.

Summary of Results

● After testing human and mouse bitter receptors for binding with the hops derivative
KDT501 and administering it to mice with diet-induced obesity (DIO), the researchers
discovered the following:

● This bitter molecule was found to stimulate GLP-1 (glucagon-like peptide-1) secretion. In
DIO mice, KDT501 tripled GLP-1 release within minutes, and increased it 10-fold after a
few days. This surge in GLP-1 secretion was followed by improved insulin sensitivity.

● KDT501 was discovered to signal through one human and one mouse bitter receptor,
and its ability to heighten GLP-1 release was dependent upon bitter taste receptor
binding.

● Isolated enteroendocrine cells secreted GLP-1 after exposure to the bitter hops
derivative.

● DIO mice given KDT501 for 28 days exhibited fat and weight loss, heightened energy
expenditure and insulin sensitivity, reduced liver deposition of triglycerides, and
improvements in glucose and lipid profiles compared to controls.

● DIO mice given the bitter hops molecule also showed reductions in cholesterol and liver
enzyme levels along with increases in circulating ketone bodies, fecal cholesterol, and
fecal free fatty acids. The researchers also found “strikingly broad suppression of
multiple proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines that are increased in obese-diabetic
mice.”

● The researchers determined that improved glucose tolerance occurred prior to significant
weight change in the treated mice, and that the weight loss was likely due to reduced
lipid absorption and greater utilization of lipids for fuel as energy expenditures increased.

● The authors cite research suggesting that GLP-1 stimulation alone may be able to
increase energy expenditure in rodents.

This research team concluded that the reduction in circulating levels of proinflammatory
signaling molecules was likely caused by the pleiotropic metabolic benefits of KTD501
administration.
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NUTRITION CONCLUSION

According to the authors, “beyond its role in nutrient absorption, the GI tract is
emerging as a powerful regulator of systemic energy balance.”

This study illustrates many immunometabolic advantages offered by
food-derived bitter molecules that enhance secretion of the gut peptide GLP-1.
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